Do doctors know enough anatomy?
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Aims
- Undertake a literature review surrounding anatomy education within the medical curriculum
- Complete data analysis of a pilot study evaluating knowledge of doctors undertaking anatomy demonstrator rotations
- Design a future study to review the retention of anatomical knowledge of medical students throughout their medical training
- Implement a student-partner strategy for research in anatomy education

Anatomy Education
- Anatomy knowledge forms a major part of the medical degree
- Most anatomy is taught during the preclinical phase within the core medical curriculum (1)
- Students and graduating doctors perceive a deficit in their anatomy knowledge (2)
- Concerns about patient safety have been highlighted due to the reduction in anatomy teaching during medical training
- A shift in teaching anatomy has occurred from using traditional cadaveric specimens to other methods such as virtual dissectors and clay modelling (3)
- Advances in other areas relating to medicine, e.g., cellular biology, have resulted in a reduction in anatomy teaching (4)
- Surgical errors and litigation have been highlighted as concerns but evidence is lacking - a variety of factors lead to this, such as poor communication and failure to follow protocols (5)
- Near-peer teaching is a beneficial approach (6)
- Supplementary anatomy teaching may be required through undergraduate and postgraduate medical training to ensure patient safety

Pilot Study
- Junior doctors in Newcastle have the option of undertaking a four-month anatomy demonstrator rotation
- Benefits for them include building up valuable anatomical knowledge for their future careers in Surgery, Radiology or Anaesthetics
- The rotation gives doctors the opportunity to teach
- Our research assessed the performance, perceptions and confidence of junior doctors on these rotations
- Knowledge data was also assessed between 1st and 3rd year medical students on the graduate-entry medical programme

Future Study Design
Our future study aims to identify the extent of the decline in anatomical knowledge through the medical degree and the potential impact of this on patient safety.
- We have designed cross-sectional and cohort studies to determine anatomical knowledge of medical students across years 2 - 5.
- Our hypothesis the further away the student is from formal anatomy teaching, the less clinically relevant anatomical knowledge is retained.
- An initial cross-sectional study will be implemented.

Methods
- Recruitment of 25 students each from years 2 – 5 of the medical degree for a fair representation of the cohort.
- Topics covered divided into 5 regions, head/neck, thorax/heart, abdomen/pelvis, upper/lower limbs, and brain/spine.
- Clinically relevant questions designed around core learning outcomes

Some sample questions:
- A stethoscope placed over the left second intercostal space lateral to the sternum would be best positioned to detect sounds associated with which heart valve?
  A. Aortic
  B. Pulmonary
  C. Mitral
  D. Tricuspid
- Name the structure marked by the arrow
  A. Left External Jugular Vein
- A post-exam questionnaire will aim to gather students’ perceptions of their anatomical knowledge

Potential Impact of Results
Does clinically relevant anatomical knowledge truly decline throughout the medical course? Does it matter? Does it affect patient safety?
- If ‘yes’, are interventions necessary?
- Possible interventions include:
  - Providing additional applied anatomy teaching during the clinical phase
  - Online tutorials to keep up knowledge
  - Online assessments of students
  - Near-peer teaching to enhance learning
  - Patient safety and safe doctors are our key drivers
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